













































































































































































Edgeが a sword 2.夕





Area ５， Field ５ ， Package  74, Pit ｚ９， Seat  97
Station ｊ砺
Take up room 112











Defeat ３ ， Routed  94





Go-between ４ｊ， Introducer ５４， Match-maker ６３
WORS ⅢＰ 」３Ｊ
Compare ｊ７， Exile Ｊ２， Scatter  96
Abandon ｊ， Abolish ７， Annul 5, Forsake
Relinquish  90, Rescind 夕ｊ
Merchant-man ｇ
Meeting-house  64


























































































































Buy AND SELL 12,  Commerce ｊ７， Trade 117,  Trafficj77
Spit-box ｊ価




ＣｏＭＥ みｚ ｊ７， Contain ｊ夕, Enter  30, Get  in 41, Go  in 41,
Hold  46, To go  In 50, Put  in細 部, Take  in 112
Admittance,  no 2
戸＆αse  Walk  in 127
Let  in 5.夕
Worship 131
Crawls, Creep ２ｊ， Grovel  43, Run( αsα snake) 94
Splendor ｊ硲
Grow 4J ， Spring 105,  Sprout 105,  Vegetate ｊ２５
Coat  16
Grave 42 ， Sepulchre^, Tomb ｊ拓
Resurrection 夕j




Cemetery ｊ４， Graveyard ４２








Breeches 10,  Pantaloon ７４， Trowsers jj夕
Gnash 4j ， Gnashini!μぴTeeth 113
Set the teeth on edg<･･Tooth-edge ｊ跖
Negotiate  69, Transact 117
Foolish 37,  Sillyｊθｊ
Balance x ， Measure  64, Scale  95, Steelyard ｊ磚
Calculation ｊ２， Supposition jjθ
About j ， But U,  Merely64, Only z2 ， Simply 101,
Solely 103,  Thereabout 114
Artifice ６･ Device 24･ Expedient ａ２･ Plan z9， Plot ３，
Scheme 36, Stratagem ｊ磚
kakari-shira-　Inconceivable 51
一 一 一 一
397










































































































Compute  18,  Contrive  19,  Count 20,  Dl-VISE  24,
Estimate Ｊ７， Fore-cast 37,  Gage 40, G ΛｕＧＥ ／ヽθ，
Measure Ｑ ， Plan  79,  Plot 80,  Poise  80,  Projects?,
Reckon  88,  Siieme  96,  Survey ill,  Weigh  129
Accidental ２， Casual ７Ｊ， ｃｏＮＴＩＮＧＥＮＴ 扨 ，ＦｏＲＴｕＩＴｏｕｓ お
召ｙ Chance ７４















ＥχPECTORATE  32, PUKE  84, REGURGITATE  89, RETCH  92,
Spit 105, Throw up 115, Vomit 72z
Spew 7碍
Nauseate  68
Clothe  16, Dress ２， Put on 85
Brush ７７， Sweep ７７７
Patch  75, Piece 78, Veneer ７２５
ＦＥＡＴＨＥＲどm arrow 34
Denude  23, Divest 27, Flay  36, Hull4S, Pare  75,
Peel  76, Skin 101, Strip 7磚
Gear  40, Harness  44
Gambling  40
Gum  43
Tare  112, Wild-oats ７郛
Acknowledge ２， Confess 18, Own  74
Inhuman  53
Cruel ２７
Furred  tongue 39
















































































索　 引　 編　　 ３９９





Thin  Ice ２
Dusk  28
Whitebear ｊ３
Clean  Rice  92
Sclerotic  96, White が μz･7砂冖 ２９
Gold  beater 42
Saddler  94






White  Wax 128,  White-wax72夕
Horse-dealer ４Ｚ， Horse-jockey ４７， Jockey  56
Demand ２ ， Sale  95
Brush ｊ７
Bald ７
Demand ２ ， Sale  95
In  Request 夕j
Boisterous  10, Fierce  35, Furious Ｊ ， Great  in 丿呀 咫ｇ
(αs love, &c) 42,  Impetuous 4 夕, Inclement ５ｊ， Intense 54 ，
Keen  56, Mighty 65, Raging  86, Severe  98,
Strenuous 108,  Vehement 125,  Violent７３
Mightily  65, Severely  99, Vehemently  125,
Violently ７２∂
Fury  39, Vehemence 125,  Violence126
Animate ４， Cheer ｊ４， Encourage Ｊ ， ＥχCITE  32,
Exhort  32, Goad ４７， Incite 5j， Inspirit 53, Prompt  83,
Reanimate  88, Rouse  up 94, Stimulate  107, Stir  up 107,
Urge ｊ２４
Incentive ５７
Contend ﾌﾀ, Emulate  30, Strive  together･j 磚
Diligent ２５， Eager  28, Ply  80, Rouse up 94,  Strive ｊ昭 ，
Zealous j 認
Apparition ５， Hobgoblin  46, Phantom  78, Spectre ７硯，
Spirit j 蒔
Haunt ^ house 45
Strip ｊ昭
Unfading ７２２

























































































































Change ｊ４， Metamorphose ６， Transform 117,  Turn ｊ扨




Maintain Ｉ?， Rear 88, Support ｊ７θ
Hard to chew ･羽





Carry 13,  Convey^, Move６Ｚ， Transfer 117,
Transport 118
Loop-hole ６ｊ
Scissors  96, Shears  99
Interleave ５４， Interline ５４
Shear  99
Mumps  67
Between 夕, Insert ２， Interline 54, Interpose  54,
Pinch  78
Clip  16, Cut with scissors 22
Border  10, Edge ３ ， Margin Ｇ， Piece ｚ９， Verge ７邵
HATCHEL  45
Bridge 11
Disgraced, Dishonor 26, Ignominy  48, Infamy ５２，
Reproach  91, Scandal  95, Shame  99, Stigma ７卯
Impudent  50
Immodest ４夕, Shameless  99
Wipe αＭﾉ砂 α咫渺･oach 130
Measles  64




Elastic 2 夕, Rebound  88, Recoil  88, Snap 102,  Spring ｊ硲
Fly 37
Ladder ５z， Stair 106, Steps  107
Shrewd j 叨
Fraction  38, Remnant  90, Scrap  96
Fragment  38
Maid-servant  62














































































Beginning Ｓ， First  36
ＡＴ万乃 t 6, Entrance 31,  First 36, OutsetＺ３，
Primarily Ｓ２
Begin  8, Commence ｊＺ， Found  38, Institute ５４，
Introduce ５４， Originate Ｚ２， To Set  about 98,  Set
萼θ加ｇ 認
Desiccate ２４
Arid ５， Parching  75
Dry ２Ｓ
Place  79, Scope  96, Seat 夕7, Site  101, Situation  101
Mistimid  66, Unseasonable ｊ２
ＢＡＮＡＮＡ ア, Plantain ７１?
Abbreviate ７， Gird Tuck ７７夕




Flight  36, First  Fruits39, Movement  67
hashiri-oriru　　Run down 94
hashiri-kurabe　Race 86












Canter ｊ２， Flee 36, Fly ＸＺ。Gallop 40, Glide ４ｊ，
Run  94, Sail  95
丿°ut to Flight  36




Deserving 24,  Due３ ， Duty ２Ｓ， Just ５６， Merit  64,
Obligation ７り, Ought Ｚ２， Right  93
Croton-bean ２ｊ
Hoof ４７， Horse  hoげ･ 47
Abashed ｊ， Ashamed ６， Downcast ２Ｚ， Ignominious  48,
Inglorious ２ ， Scandalous  95, Shameful  99







Detach  24, Disconnect ２５， Disjoin^, Displace26,
ＦＡＩＬａﾖ, Remove 90, Take  out 112, Unbuckle 120,
Unbutton 120,  Undo 121,  Unfasten122,  Unfix122,
ｕＮⅢNGE ｊ２２
Momentum  66, Reaction ｓ７， Rebound^, Recoil 88,
Spring ｊ硲
End  30, Suburbs 瓦り
Deviate ２４， Dislocate^, Fail 33, Failure 33，
一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一
401
ｑ


































































































Ship-wreck  99, Shφ－zt･reck (Wrecked)  132
Damage ２２






Bare Ｓ， Naked 68
Undressed ７２ｊ
Denude ２， Strip nαked 108
Straddle  107
Shirt  99
Whe･ぶField  35, Garden  40, Kitchen garden  56,
Orchard Ｚ２， Upland ７２４






Banner ｚ， Ensign 30







Sound がFlap  ping 36
Thunder 115
Standard-bearer ｊ昭
Action ２， ＥχERCISE ２ ， ＥχＰＬＯＩＴ お, Faculty お ，
Function  35, Labor ５Ｚ， Motion  67, Movement  67,
Operation Ｚ２， Work 131
Verb ７邵
SＥＤＵＬＯＵＳ夕7, Work  131
Unemployed ７認



























































































Bee-hive S， Hive 46
Eight ３
Basin Ｓ
Judgment  56, Punishment  85
Drumstick ３
Scourge  96





































Earnest ３， First-fruits 36
Twentieth  dの> of the moがh  77夕
Mint  65, Peppermint ７
Mouse  67
索　引　編
Perspire 77, To  Sweat  ill
Diaphoretic ２４， Sudorific-medicines 109





Fine  35, Forfeit お, Mulct  67, Penalty  76
Distinguished  26, Egregious ２９， Sublime ７昭
Transcendent 117
Strut 108, Swagger j77
Prevail  82?
Younge.がSon  103
Arise ５， Emanate Ｊ， Emit 30, Induce ２ ， Radiate 86,
ＲＥsｕＬＴ夕<1, Rise  93, To  Send力河h 98, Spring  105
Issue 55， Open z2















































































































End  30, Extremity  33, Issue ５５， Long-run  60, Result 91,
Termination 113,  Upshot７２４




Horse  hoが ４Ｚ
End  30
Decease ２２， Die ２４， End 30, Final ５ ， Result  in夕ｊ
Dove ２Ｚ， Pigeon 78, Turtle-dove ｔｊ夕
Jetty ５５， Landing-place ５Ｚ， Pier 78, Quay  86,
‘Wharf ｊ２夕
ＢＬｏsＳｏＭ夕, Flower 37
Pistil  78, Stamen ７孱
Snot  102
Snivel ｊθ２
Blow  the nose夕
First  36, Headland ４５， ＰＲｏＭｏＮＴＯＲＹ認
Fore-most  38
Nose  69, Proboscis  83, Snout 103,  ＴＲｕＮＫ(が an elephant)
刀夕
Nostril ７θ












































































































索　 引　 編 405
Nose-band ７∂
Nasal-sound ６８
Full  bloom 35
Emancipate ２９
Anecdote ４， Chat ｊ４， Discourse 25 ， Relation ８９，
Saying  95, Speech 104 , Story 107,  Tale 112,  Talk112
Commune 17
Converse j夕 , Talk  Together ｊ拓
Story-teller ｊθ７
Mucus  of nose  ６７
Communicate 17,  Mention 64, Narrate ６ｓ， Observe ７∂，
Pronounce S3, Recite 88,  Recount 88, Rehearse s 夕，
Relate s9 ， Remark  90, Say  95, Speak 104,  State ｊ硲 ，
Suggest 109,  Talk112,  Tell113,  Utterｊ２１
Said  95 　卜
Detach  24, Disconect ２５， ＥχPLODE ３３， Fire j5 ， Ｇｏqが '41,
Let  out  5夕, Liberate ５夕, Loosen 61,  Releases9 ，
Shoot 9s, Turn loose  jj夕
丶Withhold 131
Nasal-polypus  68,  Polypus OF NOSE 卻
Nose  bleed  ６９
Emancipate ２９， ＆x Free Ｊ９， £ｄ Go  41,  Let loose 59,
Set  free 98,  Unchain 121
Exceedingly ２ ， Most  67, Sorely 103,  Superlative, no,
Very ｊ２６
Tremendous 118,  Utmostj24





Beautiful ｓ， Gaudy  40
Gay  40,  Gorgeous  42, Showy  100
Bride ｊθ
Asunder ６， Depart ２ﾖ, Disjoin ３･ Get loose  4j･Go q が`
4j ， Leave  58,  Liberate ５夕, Loose  61, Part 75, Quit  86,
Separate 518, Sever  98, Solitary 103,  Sunder ｊｊθ
Parting  75, Separation  98
Apart ５
Indissoluble ｇ
Dentist 23, Tooth  Forceps J7 ， ＴｏｏＴＨ-･FORCEPS 116
Feather Ｊ４， Plumage SO, Plume  80,  Quill  86,
Shuttle-cock 100,  Wing j 即
Splash j θ５
Draw-bridge ２７











































































































Bounce 10, Bound  10, Caper 12, Fly 37, Frisk  39,
Gambol 40, Jerk 55， Jump 56, Leap  58, Prance  81,
Skip 101, Spring  105, Vault 125
Mother  67
Maternal ａ














Extend  33, Lu χURIANT ｅ ， Multiply  67, Over grow  73,




Abbreviate ７， Abridge ｊ， Bate ｓ， Clip 16, Contract  19,
Curtail ２ｊ， Decrease ｚ?， Diminish ２５， Dock ２z， Elide ３ ，
Exclude ２ ， Lessen (た v.) 59, Lessen Ｇふ ）邱 ，
Moderate  66, Reduce  89, Retrench  92, Cut  Short ７卯 ，
Shorten 100,  Subtract ７四
Horse-dung ４７
Feather  brush 34




Absorbed in ｊ， Addicted  to 2, Devote ２４， Give  one's se び
た･41, Fall  In50, Infatuate  52, Sink  101
Viper ｊ邵

























































































Courier 20,  Express  33
Active ２， Expeditious Ｊ２， Fast J4 ， Fleet 36,  Hasty  45,
Prompts?, Quick 86, Rapid 87,  Swift７７ｊ
Haste  44
Coffin  16
Alarm-bell J ， Bell Ｓ
Brisk ｊｊ， Early ２ ， Forward  38, Hastily ４５，
Promptly  83, Quickly  86, Rapidly 87,  Readily87,
Shortly ioo, Soon With  Speed 104,  Speedily 104,
Timely ｊ拓
407









































Accelerate ２， Faciliate 33
Do ｆ/ quickly 27
Celerity 13,  Quickness 56, Rapidity87,  ReadinessＳ７，
Speed 104, Swiftness 刀l, Velocity ｊ２５
Forest  38, Wood 131







Near way  ６Ｓ
Accelerate ２， Expedite ｊ２， Hasten^, Hurry 48,




Current ,2j， Fashionable ｊ４， Prevail 82?, Spread αs
ｊ£sease 105, VOGUE 127
Unfashionable 122,  Unpopularｊ３
Sleight,  of  hand ｊθ２
Prairie si, Wilderness j3 ∂

















ば ら ば ら
ーと ふ る
は ら む
は ら ら ご
ぱ ら り
ーと































































































.一一 ．二．こ こ_亅_ ＿ 弖 ＿_
Payment  76, Removal  90
Overpaid Ｘ?
Dispel  26
Bellyache Ｓ， Colic  16
Payday  76
ＣＬＥＡＲαM7砂 16, Defray  23, Disburse 25 ， Dispel Ｊ 。
Exorcise Ｊ２， ＥχPEND J2 ， Give 4j， ＬＡΥθZが 詔 ，
Liquidate  60, Pay  76, Rid  92, Spend ７硯
Payable  76
Unpaid ｊ２
Diarrhoea ２４， ＦＬＵχ Ｊ７




Conceive 18,  Pregnant 82
Milt  65
SCATTERINGLY  96
Bowels  10, Entrails､?l, Gut 43, Intestine  54,
Viscera ｊ跖
Needle  68, Pin 78, Sting  107, Thorn ７μ
Exaggerate Ｊ２










Handbill 44, Placard ３
Spring ｊθ５
Vernal ｊ２６
Distend  26, Spread 105,  Stretch 108,  Strive ｊ昭
Apply ５， Paper  74, Paste  75, Slap  102, Stick  10ｱ，
Tighten 115
Far Ｊ４， Great distance!42, Remote  90
Afar ３


























































































































Abscess j ， ＢＯＩＬ夕, Swelling Ill
ＣＬＥＡＲαway 16
Unclouded ｊ２７
Swell Ill,  Tumidｊｊ夕, Turgid ｊｊ夕
Fringe Ｊ
Half ４４， Odd Ｚ７
ＳＥＡＬ夕7, Signature 101,  Stamp  106
Print  83
ＳＥＡＬ夕7, Sign  101, Stamp  106
Edition ３
All Ｊ
Evening Ｊ７， Night  69
Game  40, Guard  43, Turn ｊｊ夕, Watch ｊ２
Mount ｇ砒Zﾌｾ 6゙7, Tend 113
ＳＥＴαXも,αたみ認
Bread  10, Cake ｊ２
Leaven  58







Emblem  30, Symbol  ill
Rock  93
Out-post Ｚ?， Watch-house ｊ２
索　引　編




Guard  43, Patrol  76, Watch ｊ２
Pewter  78, Tin j跖
Antithesis ５， Contrast ｊ夕, Opposite ２？
7)加加ｇ Table Ill








































































ｰ の や ま














































Pander ７４， Pimp ７Ｓ， Procurer  83
Keeper 56, Patrol  76, Policeman  so, Sentinels,
Warden 127,  Watch 128,  Watchman 128
Semi-annual 98









Day ２２， Sun ｊ仞
Sun has  Set認







Fire  35, Ignite  48, Set  on fire 98
Ice  48
Shuttle ｊ卯
Conduit 18,  Gutter 43
Wrong ７３２
























































































































Bias 夕, Favor ３４， Partial ７５
Disinterested  26
Great great  Grandfather ４２
Excel ３２， Illustrious ４夕, Overtop  74,  Preeminant( ママ ) 81,
Super-eminent ｊ｣10,  Superior ｊｊθ
Distinguished  26,  Eminent 30,  Transcendent 117
Prominent  83
Glass 4j







ⅢLLY ｊ５， Cold j5
A sun  Shade 99
Ague Ｊ
Voucher 127




， Check ｊ４， Forbear 37,  Forego
３７･ Go aside
4j･ Hold  46,  Hold  in 46,  Keep  back 56,  Keep under  56,
Moderate  66
, Refrain  89,
 Repress 夕l, Restrain 夕
ｊ，
Stay 106,  Stop  107,  Suppress j 卻
Sunlight ｊｊθ
八2ily  Instalment ５Ｊ




Perverse 7x ， Prejudice s2 ， Warp 128
Kind Ｑ/' day 56
Dry ３ ， PARC ⅢNG 75
Squint j 茴
Glory ４ｊ， Light ５夕, Lightning ５夕, Lustre  62,
Splendor ｊ畄
Bright ｊｊ， Effulgent ２９， Flash  36,  Glisten ４ｊ，
Glitter ４ｊ， Glorious 4j ， Glow 4j ， Lighten 59,
Luminous  61,  Refulgent  89,  Shine  99,  Shining  99,
Sparkle ｊひi, Splendid ｊ硲
Marasmus  63
Recess  88















































































































Pull  open 84
Pull  apα吋84
Evacuate 31











Cowardice  20, Timidity ｊ妬
Poltroon  80
Attract  6, Pull  near  84
Fix  onαday 36, Set  day 98
ＳＥＴαゐy Ｓ
Pull  apart 84
ＰｕＬＬαじross 84
Allure ４， Attract ∂･Cite j5･ Deduct ２･ Describe ２４，
Design 24， Draft ２Ｚ， Drag ２７， Draw 2Z， Ebb ２９，
Educe 29 ， Except Ｊ２･ Extract お･Grind  43, Haul 45 ，
Lead  58, Lug  61, Portray  80, Powder  81, Pull Ｓ４，
Quote 86, Recede 88, Reduce ^夕 rice 89, SAW Ｓ，
Subtract 109,  Tempt 113,  Thrum115, Tow 117,
Trace 117,  Tugｊｊ夕, Twitch jj夕, Withdraw 131
Tempted 113
LOW  61
Flinch 36, Jerk 55 ， Start 106, Twitch tj 夕, Wince ｊ昶
Nun ７θ
Jerk ５５， Shock 99･Shrink 100,  Start 106,
Startle Wince  130
Jerk ５５， Twitch ｊｊ夕
Dusk ２ ， Sunset HO, Twilight ｊｊ夕
Beard Ｓ， Feeler が α?2 insect  Ｊ４





Guiltless  43, Innocent ２
higotai ga yoi　Fire-Proof 昶









































































































































Hoist 46, Pull up 84, Tc リiull Up 724








Entice 31,  7々ill  In50, Inveigle ５５， ＰＵＬＬ加 海
Surety ｊ辺




Pull  dow ?2＆
Pull ｊ∂ｇ刀海




Drawゐ ack 27, Pull  In50, Pull  in 84, Seduce  97
Confine 18,  Seclude 97
Rend  90, Rip  93, Tear ｊ２
Subtraction ｊ四
Low wどiter 61, Low-WATER 61
Ebb-tide ２夕
Trail 117
Pull  over 84
Drawer ２７




Convulsed  20, Pull near 84,  SPASM j θ４
Head ４５， Pull αyO ?7g＆
Knob ５７
Retire  92, Retreat  92, Withdraw 131
Eradicate 31,  ＴＥＡＲ砂 113
Balance Ｚ
Pull  off≒84, Tear  off 113
Pull りut 84, Tear qが 113























































































































Fire Proof  83
Knee  56, Lap ５z





Long /加ie 60, £ong  Time ７拓
Good  while?む, Great Ｍφ涛り２
Long long  /力万6? ｓ加ａ?仞
Fall  dow がhumbly) 34,  Kneel  56
Elbow 2 夕
Brace  10
Break  10, Humbleα no theり- 48, Mash  63
Swan ７７７





Tumultuous Ｈ夕, Uprorious ７２４
Dipper ２５， Ladle 5Z
ＥχＴＲＡＯＲＤＩＮＡＲＹ お, Uncommon ７２７
Buddhist  Saint 95
Askew ５， Incline ５７
Compare 17,  MatchＧ
Latent ５Ｚ
Low  in condi だon 61
Itch ５５
Arsenic  6
Clandestine  15, Latent ５z， Secret 97
Private  83
In  Concealment  18, Privately  83, Secretly  97,




Conceal  18, Hide 46
Whisper ７３
Hide 46, Suppress 7仞













ひ た も の
ひ だ り
ｰ の て
ひ だ り ぎ き
ひ だ る い
ひ だ る さ





ひ っ 力!ヽヵ るゝ
ひ つ ぎ
ひ っ き ょ う






















































Plait ３， Ruffle ９４
Forehead 37
Macerate  62, Soak ｊの, Steep ｊ邨
Winnow ｊ昶
索　 引　編
Earnestly ３ ， Fervently ｊ５， Importunately ５θ，
Intently ５４， Persistent ﾌｱ, Urgently ｊ２４
Grow  better or  stronger 43， Mend ６‘j
Ignis-fatuus  48








Chest ｊ４， Trunk ｊｊ夕
Penmanship  76
Pen-rack ７ｚ， Pen  Rack＆
Hitch  46
Coffin  16
The  Sumが the matter 10.夕, Ultimately 120,  Upon  the
whole?j24
ノ１１ Last ５７　　　．
Amaze ４， Astonish ６， Consternation ｊ夕, Flurried 37,
Panic  74, Thunder-struck 115
Start ｊ砺，でTo be struck wぶi Wonder 131
Turn  bottom
hikur卜kayesz　Overset 74 ， Overturn 74， Upset j24
（ママ）
ひっくりかえる（引繰返) hikkuri-kaye一 To turn a Somerset ｊの
ru




－をひく　　　　　　　　　　-wo hiku　　　Halt 44,Hobbled, Limp60
ひっこす　　　（引越）　hikkosz　　　　Move 6Z
ひっこむ　　　（引込）　hikkomu　　　Absorb ｊ， Ensconced 30, Withhold 131
ひっさげる　　（引提）　hissageru　　　Carry  13
ひつじ< 動物〉 （羊）　　hitszji　　　　　Goat 41, Sheep  99
－のこ　　　　　　　　　　　-no ko　　　　Kid 56, Lamb 5Z
415
416 ひ つ ～ ひ と























































































































Dial 24,  Sundial ｊｊ∂
Fire-place  36
索　引　編
Talk  about others 112
Manslaughter ｓ， Massacre ａ， Murder 67




With one  Accord ２
Still  107
Hostage ４Ｚ
Dead man  ２２
Sanguinary  95
An ４， Individual  52, One Ｚ?， Single ｊθｊ
One by  One Ｚ２
Handful  44
One  Pill  78
Ordin α?ｙ Person 7Z
Mimic  others 65





ＧｏＡＬ(ママPenitentiary  76, Prison  83
£蔆εαMan ６２， Manlike ６､?
Individual ２ ， One person  Z2， Single person 皿Ｚ
Individually ２
Individually ２














































































































Dearth  22, Drought ２
Secret  Traditionｊ７７
Citizen ７５， Human  48, Man ６２， Mankind ｅ ， Member ｇ，














7` なりThat  love others 114
To give one the Slip 102
One  Stepｊ砺
Inhuman  52, Sore 103, Vehement 125,  Violent126,
Virulent ｊ邵
Abuse ２， Outrage Ｚ?， Violence ｊ邵














Earnestly ２s， Entirely 31,  Fervently 35, Urgently ｊ２４
Census j4， Population 80
Effigy ２夕
Kindが person 56, Qualityが man 86






































































































Shrivel 100,  Wilt 130
Model  66, Plan ３
Sunny  p･加ａ?110, Sunshine ７仞
Bask ｓ








Old  riぽ Ｚ７
Roll  93, Twirl 刀夕, Twist j跟
Sunset ｊ仞




Extention  33, Postponement  81
Adjourn ２， Defer 23, E χTEND  the だ垠召眉
hi no miyagura Fire  Watch 一TOWER 73
hi-bashi　　　　　Tongs 7 郤
hibana　　　　　　　Spark 瓦り
hibaba　　　　　Great  Grandmother む









Criticise  21, Judge  56
Off  waだh  Z7， C凉八N ATCH ７詔
Orang-outang Ｚ２
Daily ２２， Day by Day  22
Cleft  16, Concussion  18, Crack ２／， Echo Ｊ， Impulse 50,
Noise  69, Percussion  77, Reaction 87,  Report 90,
ＲＥＳＯＮＡＮＣＥﾘl, Shock  99, Sound 104,  Split 7 砺
React 87,  Resoundﾀﾌ, Reverberate  92, Ring  93,
Sound 104,  Thrill ７７５





































































Steam  S Ⅲp  99, Steam-boat ｊ郤
Improper 50,  UN BECOMING 120,  Unreasonable ｊ２３
Calumniate ｊ２， Obloquy  70, Scandal  95
Defame ３ ， Detract ２４， Traduce 117
Chance Ｍ ， ＣⅢNK ｊ５， Crack  21, Crevice  21, Furlough ｊ汐，
Idle lj 川･? 48,  Idleness^, Intermission 54 ， Interstice 54 ，
Interval 54 ， Leisure 5S ， Opportunity Z2 ， Respite 夕j，
Space ｊひ4, Spare time  jひi, Sp αre  Time ｊ拓 ，
Unoccupied time 123,  VACANCY 124,  ＶＡｃＡＮＴ が附ｇ ｊ２４
Unemployed ｊ２２
To loose  Timeｊ拓
Idle  48 　：
Unemployed ｊ２２
Discharge  from service  25， Dismiss 26 ， Turn  off, or α叨α:y
jj 夕
Dilatory ５










































Vigil 126, Wake 127
Delay ３ ， Dilatory ２５， Idle 48, Linger  60, Loiter  60･
Procrastinate &ﾖ, Protract#*, Slow  102,  Takeが祝ｇ 112
Sunflower ｊ仞
Corpulent  20






All  Day２２， Whole ｄ砂 130
Band Ｚ･ Braid 10, Cord  20, Garter  40, Lash ５Ｚ，
Ribbon  92, Thong 114
Hungry  48
Joiner ５６
Nostrum  70, Secret  medicine ﾀﾌ
Hundred  48
Gross  43
Boor  10, Countryman Ｊ， Husbandman  48, Peasant  76･
Tiller 115
Farmer ｊ４










































































































Upward がαhundred men 124
Pewter  78, Solder 103
Chill ｊ５
PlCUL 78
Slip  out 102
Accidental ２， ＵＮＥχPECTED ７２２
Suddenly ｊ四
£故y Labor ５７








Sore  Eye お
Affection Ｊ， Ailment Ｊ， Disease 26, Distemper  26,





Humorous  48, Play ３， Sport ｊ硲
After  Sicknessj卯
Cause がDisease ３， CauseがSickness j卯
Music  68
Binding 夕, Book-cover 10, Impetus 4夕, Paperごovers 74
ＵＮＢｏｕＮＤが books, 120
Z:)f㎡ がSickness j卯


















































































































Symptoms がDisease  26
Invalid 55 ， Sickly ｊ叨
Infirm ５２
Signify  101




Dut ･鈿ｇ Sickness j叨
尺'鈿ｊ がSickness j 叨
Equal 31
Sick and  afflicted 100
Sick  person 100
Sick and  afflict㎡j 叨
Character ７４， Fame Ｊ４， Hearsay 45， Report 90,
Reputationﾀﾌ, Rumor  94
Screen %


















Flat  36, Leaf がα book 58,  Page ７４， Surface ｊ仞
Handbill  44, Placard  79
Expand ２ ， Found ３９， Lay open 58,  LOOSE 61,  OpenＺ２，
Unbolt 120,  Unclose 121,  Uncover121,  Undo121,
Undone 121,  Unfastenｊ認






















































































































Level ground 59,  Plain 79
Flutter 37
Flat  36, Level  59, Plain Ｚ９， ＰＬＡＮＥ 汐
Flatten  36




Brandish  10, Wave  128






ＤＡＹが坩g 22 ， Daylight ２２
Leech  58




Flutter 37,  Wave７３
Dinner ２５， Tiffin 115
Afternoon Ｊ
Sleep  in the daytime 102
Forenoon ３ ， Morning ６Ｚ





Ample ４， Broad 11,  Capaciousｊ２， Extensive お，
Great  in exteが42,  Large ５７， Roomy  93, Spacious ｊ硯，
Vast j25 厂Wide 130
Mightily ６５， Widely ｊ匐
Dilate ２５， Enlarge  30, Expand Ｊ２， Widen ｊＪθ
Foundling  38
Advertise Ｊ
Pick  up 78, Take  up 112
Indelicate 5j







































































































Dirty  25, Indecent ５ｊ
Velvet ｊ２５
Spread ７邱
Dilate ２５， Distend  26, Enlarge  30, Expand 32,
Extend  33, Open z2 ， Preach 81,  Proclaim 83,
Unfold ｊ２２
Area ５， Capacity ｊ２， Vastness 125,  Width130
Spread 105,  Widen 130
Advertisement ３
Advertise Ｊ， Diffuse ２５， Disseminate  26, Give  out 41,
Noise  69, Proclaim  83, Promote  83, Promulgate  83,





Bottle  10, Phial  78, Vial ｊ跖
Poor  fam 治 郎
Opportunity ｚ２






Distitute 24 ， Indigence ２ ， Needy 硲･Penury ７ ･








Pawn  of chess 76
Music-book  68, Noteｱ θ
Devoid 24， UN 120
Fraction  38, Part  75
Martial  63, Military  65
ＳＥＴが& 。尨 認
UN 120





























































































































Discontented ２５， Uneasy 122,  ＵＮＨＡＰＰＹ ７ご
Unseasoned ｊ２３
Fortuitous ３Ｓ， Surprise Ill
Incidental 51, Sudden ｊ磚
Emergency  30
Perchance Ｘ７， Suddenly ｊθ夕，βｙ Surprise Ill
Contingent ｊ夕, UneχPECTED ｊ２２
Military Ｘ･ower  65
Nothing  Unusualｊ２４
Clownish  16
Inelegant ５２， Ungenteel  122, Vulgar ７２Ｚ
Bringing  up ll






Custom  21, Style 108, Wind 73θ
Deliquesce ２ ， Liquefy 60
Elegant ２９， Genteel  40, Refined  89
Landscape ５７， Prospect  84, Scenery  96, View ｊ邵
Rheumatism  92










Husband and  爾斥招
Conjugal 18
Hearsay  45, Report  90, Rumor  94
Flavors, Taste 112













































































































Delicate ２， Genteel  40
Graceful 42 ， Polite 80, Refined  89, Stylish j 昭
Mischance^, Reverse^, Unfortunate 122,
Unlucky ｊ２?
Fife ５ ， Flute ３z， Whistle ｊ２９
Play  the･flute 79
Immutable ４夕




Make  free with 62
Forward  38, Impertinent ４夕
Shark  99
Ill ‘48, Indisposition 52 ， Sick 100, Out がSorts ｊ碍，
Unwell j24
Indispose 52
Pervert  78, Wrest 132
Abstruse j ， Deep ２ ， Great 加 叱ｒ･ｇバas love, &c) 42,











Unjust 122,  Wicked130
Disloyal  26, Immoral ４夕, Unfaithful ｊ２２
Arms ５， Militar Υ α?７?is 65, Munition ６Ｚ， Weapon 128
Blow Ｚφ 夕
Blow down 夕
Blow  over 夕
Arsenal ６
Blow  out 夕, Extinguish お
Blow down 夕
Blow  out 夕
Blow  aw の･夕
425




















































































































Evil Ｊ２， Inauspicious  50, Unhappy ７ご
Ominous 刀, Unlucky ７芻
Spout j 応
召low  Through ７７５
Blow  away 夕
Awkward ｚ， Bungling ７７， Unapt ７２θ，ｕＮＩＩＡＮＤＹ ７と ，
Unskillful ７２
Clumsy  16
Governor ４２， Judge  56, Superintendent ７仞
Immoral ４夕, Misconduct  66
Immoral ４夕, Misconduct  66
Homely ４ｚ， Ugly 120,  Unsightly フコ




Abdomen ｊ， Belly ｓ
ＢＬｏｗ 夕, Puff  84
Swab Ill,  Wipej昶
Roof  93
Cripple ２７， Lame ５７， Maimed ｅ ， Porpoise  80
Arms ５， ＭＩＬＩＴＡＲＹどirms 65
Adverb Ｊ
71;日ake  Vengeanceｊ２５
Follow 37,  Subject108
Administer  meぷClothe  16, Obey  70, Subdue ７昭，
Subject ７昭
Subjugate ７昭
Acknowledge ２， Acquiesce ２， Submit 109, Yield  132
Bellyache ８， Colic 16
Calabash ｊ２， ＧｏｕＲＤむ
Ambuscade ４
Comprehend  18, Comprise is, Entertain Ｊ７， Hold in the
mouth 46, Include ５７
Feed  34
Veil 725
71バとike  Medicine  64
Blow  up 夕
Distend  26, Expand  32, Inflate 52, To blow  Up ７２４
ｃＡＬＦが leg 12
Testicle 113
ＢＬｏＡＴ 夕, Inflate ５２， Puff  up 84, Swell Ill,  Tumid7釼
Bag x ， Case 7J ， Pouch s7 ， Sack  94, Scrip  96







































































































Dandruff 22 ， Scurf 96






Absorbed IN ｊ， Addicted  to 2, Devote ２４
Grow  late 43, Grow  old or late 43
ＷＥＡＬＴＨＹ夕erson  j認
Disobedient  to parents 26
Unfilial ｊ２２
Undutious 121




Clownish  16, Gross 4J ， Rude 94
Boorish  10, Out-landish Ｚﾖ, Roughs, Rustic^,
Uncouth 121,  Ungenteel122,  Vulgar127
Bunch 11,  Cluster 16, Fringe ３， Tassel 112,  Tuftｊｊ夕
Husband  and wife 48
Awkward ７， Bungling u,_ Unskillful ｊ２３
Clog ｊ５， Obstruct ７７
Close ｊ６， Despond ２４， Obstruct 71,  Plug 80, Shut  100,
Stop  107, Stuff｣1 昭




Boorish  10, Clownish  16, Ill-bred  49･Impolite  50,
Indecorum ５７， Misbehavior 66, Rude  94,
Uncourteous 121,  Unpoliteｊ２
ＦＯＲＷＡＲＤおImpudent  50, Indecent ５ｊ･ Indecorous ５ｊ，
Indelicate ５７， Ungenteel ｊ認
Joint ｇ， Knot ５Ｚ， ＴＩＭＥ(がgZ ぶJj 妬




Chivalry ７５， Soldier 103
Without evil Occurrence 刀･Safe  94･yVθ法加ｇ Unusual ７２４
Impunity  50
Secure 夕Z











ぷ し つ け
ふ し め
ふ じ ゆ う
ぷ し ゅか ん
〈植 物 〉
ぶ じ ゅ つ
ふ し ょ う
ｰな
ふ し ょ う
ｰな
ふ じ ょ う
ｰな
一に す る
ぶ し ょ う
ｰな
ぶ し ょ うじ き
ｰな
ふ し ょ う ち
ぶ し ょ う ぷ し ょ
う
ｰに




























































Witho㎡Accident ２， Safely ９,ｊ
Disaster ２５， Mischance ６６， Unfortunate 122,
Unhappy 122,  Unlucky123
Unhappily ｊ２２
Miracle ６５， Wonder 131
Marvel ｇ
Miraculous ６５， Strange 108, Super･HUMAN  11θ





Dishonest  26, Insincere ２， Perfidious Ｚ７，
Unfaithful ７２２
Hypocritecal  48







Ｕ ＮＰＬＥＡＳＥＮＴ（ マ マ ）7３
Foul  38, Unclean ７２ｊ
Contaminate ｊ夕
Idleness  48
Idle  48, Inactive  50, Indolent ２ ， Lazy 58, Slothful  102
Dishonest  26
Unfair ７２２
Deny ２ ， Disallow  25, Disapprove ５
Unwillingly ｊ２４
Idler 48
Ambiguous ４， Distrust 26, Suspicion Ill
Doubtful ２Ｚ， Strange 108, Suspicious Ill
Marvelous  63
Doubt 27, Marvel Ｇ， Mistrust 66, Suspect Ill,
Wonder 131
























































































Lady ５７， Woman 131
Infidel ５２
Impiety ４夕, Irreligious ５５， Unbelief 120,




Lie  down  5夕, Recline  88
Unjust ｊ２２
Fumigate  39, Smoke ｊθ2
Smoking ｊθ2
Screen  96
Idleness^, Indolent ５２， Slothful j 卯
Avert ｚ， Defend ２ ， Exclude ２ ， Fend お, Foil J7 ，
Keep Ｑが 56, Oppose z2 ， Precludes;, Prevent si? ，




Turn  Bottom  up 10, Invert ５５， Lay down 58,  Lie 5 夕，
Prostrate  84, Recline  88, Reverse  92, Turn  over 刀夕，
Turn  bottom up 11 夕
Incomparable ５ｊ， Matchless ａ ， Unparalleled ｊ３
Unequaled ｊ２２
Disproportion  26, Improper  50, Incongruous ５ｊ，
Inconsistent ５ｊ， Inexpedient ５２　　　　　　　　　　　　　　。
Unbecoming 120,  Unsuitable ｊ２
Improper  50 　｀
Arrear ６， Defect ２ ， Imperfection ４夕, Inadequate  50,
Insufficient ５４， Scarce  95, To be  Shortが 100, Want 127








































































































































Double hearted  27， Treacherous ７招 ，ＵＮＦＡＩＴＨＦＵＬ ７２
T REASON ｊ招
Hog-pen  46, Sty j 昭





Double ２７， Two  119
Couple  20
ＴＷＯ 知 加･97 跟











Border  10, Brink ７７， Edge 29, Margin Ｇ， Rim 93
Ration 87




Knock  off 57
Hammer  44, Kηock In 50, Knock  in 57, Punch  85, Ram  87
Shatter  99, Smash  102
Fell  34, Knock ｊθ乙もm 57
Knock  out 57
Empty Ｊ∂
Disloyal ５， Perfidy 77
Perfidious 77,  Traitorous117, Undutious 121,
ＵＮＦＡＩＴＨＦＵＬ昆?
Label ５Ｚ




































































































Beat Ｓ， Castigate ｊ３， Chastise ｊ４， ＦＬ(:)G J6， Hit 46,
Knock ５７， Lick ５夕, Pound 81,  Rap８Ｚ， Smite j 卯，
Strike 108,  Thump 115,  Whipj29
Wealthy ｊ認
Unfriendly ７２２
Disadvantageous ２５， Inconvenient ５ｊ， ＩＮＥχPEDIENT  52,
Unfit 122,  Unhandyｊ２２
Unsuitable ７２
ＳｃｕＬＰＴｏＲが wood images 96
Disturbance  26
Idol  48






Disproportion  26, Unbalanced 120,  Uneven ｊ２２
Pen  76, Pencil  76
He retμ冖籾丿 涜召夕ｇ?八ＶＩＴＨＯＵＴ心加g it 131
Fearless J4
Bungling ｊ７， Unhandy 122,  Unskillfulｊ２





Not  Thorough 114
Pen-store ７７
Accidental ２， Casual 13,  By Chance ７４， Fortuitous  38,
Incidental ５７， Perchance 77,  Suddenly７四，βy
Surprise Ill,  Unanticipated120, Unawares  120,
Undesignedly 121,  Unexpectedｊ２２
Atrocious  6, Audacious ６， Coarse 16, Egregious ２９，




Unequal 122,  Unlikeｊ３
Grape  42




































































































Military  merit 65, Military  sci‘ence 65


















One saved ﾌﾞrom Ship wreck  99
Voyage ７２Ｚ
Ship-builder  99, Ship-wright  99
Opportunity  by ship 72
Fare 翼, Freight  39







Ship  owner 99
Impunity  50
Improper  50, Inapplicable  50, Inappropriate  50,
Incongruous ５７， Inconsistent 51, Unbecoming ７２θ
Unsuitable ７Ｊ
Gangrene  40, Mortification  67
Disagreeable 25, Unpleasent(-7v)  123
Inhuman  53
Cruel ２ｊ
ＢＯＡＴ夕, Sampan  95, Ship  99, Vat  125
Ship is Unmanageable 123
Navigable  68
The ship is加百 n Sight 匹






































































































Unless R7 召だike a boが 肬･e cannot go 122
Embark ２夕, Tcりgo on  Ship-board  99
Sea-sick  96, Si?a Sick 7卯
Lee-side, of a ship 58
Sea-captain  96
ＳＨＩＰ'ｓ ｚ 巳〃z7' 泗
Rigging 夕Ｊ
Tunnagec ママ)7 跟
Hull  ofαship 47







Put  abりut ship 85
Heedless  45
Benevolence Ｓ， Charity ｊ４， Commiseration ｊ Ｚ，
Compassion ｊア, Grace ４２， Loving-kindness  61, Pity  79
Pitiful  79
Pitiless Ｚﾘ　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｘ
Commiserate 17,  Pity３
Unmerciful ｊ２
Snow-storm ７の
Ambiguous ４， Obscure  70
Indistinct ２
Disadvantageous ２５， Inconvenient ５７




Iniquity  53, Vicious ｊ２６
Lawless  58, Unlawful  122
Epistle  31, Letter ５夕
Treadle ７招
Step Ｘφθ?i anぱbreak 106, Tread  onαnd break 丿招
Treadmill ７招
ＳＴＥＰどicross 106
Step  into 106
Trample  to丿eath 117, Tread  onα咒丿kill 118
433





















































































































Steps  107, Step-ladder  107, Stool  107
Step-ladder  107, Steps  107
Step  on 106, Trample 117,  Tread on 118
SＴＥP砂 〃Z ｊ 咫α力7砺，Tread  on a。d break 118
Foot-hold 37
Misstep  66, Slip 102, Stumble 108, TRIIリ 紹
STEPαcross 106
Step 106, Trample 117, Tread 118, Walk ７?Ｚ
Pace  74
Military  fame 65
Caustic 13






Not  Need^ 68
Useless 124,  Valuelessｊ３
Supersede ｊ仞
Inprovident ５θ
Ｃαre lessげHealth  45





Atrocious  6, Audacious  6, Lawless  58
Totter ｊ俘
Dangle ２
Dangle ２ ， Gad 40





Gait  40, Guise  43, Mode  66, Seem  97
Feign 34
During  28, For Ｊ７






ふ り こ め ら れ る









































































































Shake  out 9.夕
Turn  aw 砂 政四x jj 夕
£ong  Rain  86
Shake  off 99
Shake  off゚ 泗
Brandish  10
Turn and fare 11 夕
To  Rain  86
７ｊ May not  rain,ゐat I will  yxz力ε 用ｙ zf附ゐrella w 辺i me 64
435
Threaten  rain召５
Flourish J7 ， Quake  86, Shake  99, Swing Ill,  Wave 128,
Wield 130,  Wriggle ７£
Shaking  99, Trepidation ７招
Sieve j叨
Ancient ４， Old z７
Old hoi ぶ?z７
Genera  40
Agitate Ｊ， Quiver 86, Shake  99, Shiver  99, Shudder ７叨，
Sift 100, Tremble ｊ招　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　レ
Old  clcがhes  z７
Old  rags 71 　。
Old-fashioned z7 ， Stale ７価
ＢＩＲＴＨ-ＰＬＡｃＥ夕, Na だ詢?Country  20, Native ／)加印 硲，
yvαがve Place ３




Conduct  18, Deportment ２４， Feast Ｊ４， Manners ｅ
Entertain Ｊ７， Feast  34
ｏＢｓｏＬＥＴＥｱ'0, Old-fashioned ｚ７
Notice  70
Churlish 75 ， Disrespectful  26, Ill-bred 四，
Ill-mannered ４夕, Impolite 50, Incivility 57，
Indecorum 57 ， Misbehavior  66, Rude  94, Uncivil 121,
Uncourteous 121,  UN POLITE ｊ２?
Impertinent ４夕, Indecent ５ｊ， Indecorous 5j
Roughly  94, Rudely  94
Publish  84













































































































Noise  69,  Proclaim  83
Advertise Ｊ， Affect Ｊ， Graze ｊ２， Hit ,／び，ＰＲＯＣＬＡＩＭ 眉 ，
Promulgate &?, Publish  84,  Touci ロ フア
Bathing-tub Ｓ， Oven Ｚ?， Bathing  Tub ／四
Appendix ５， Supplement ７仞
Wrapper ７Ｊ２
Disagree ３ ， Discord ５ ， Estranged Ｊ７， Variance 125





Dirt ２５， Dung  28,  E χCREMENT Ｊ２， Feces 34
Dividend ２Ｚ， Part  75,  Portion  80,  Proportion  84,
Share  99, Task ｊ７２
Unworthy ７２４
Literature  60, Prose  84
Survey Ill
Circumstances  15, Condition  18, Estate ｊ７， Place  79,
Position  80, Rank  87, Sphere 104,  Station  in life?7蒔
ＲＥＳＰＥＣＴＡＢＬＥ夕erson  97
Survey ing instrume がj77
Position  80
Lose ａ
Composition 18,  Document２ｚ， Essay Ｊ７， Manuscript Ｇ





Booty  10, Plunders, Prey  82, Prize S3, Spoil j碼，
Trophy 118
Swagger Ill
Rouse  up 94, Zealous ｊｌ?
Straddle  107, Strut ｊ磚
Discernment  25, E χPEDIENT  32, JUDGMENT  56, PLAN Ｚ９，
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